
TEACHERS’ NOTES

Summary:   Barny the lamb, Billy the goat, and Shaama the llama are 

friends at a petting zoo. Unfortunately they are considered to be mild animals 

and the other animals pick on them constantly. Barny decides enough is enough. 

He believes if they form a gang together, they will be more intimidating. The

problem is that no one has heard of their gang so they are going to have to prove 

themselves first …

Themes:          Friendship, courage

Genre:   Humour, action, animal stories

Written by:
Nathan Luff

Illustrated by:
Chris Kennett

Published by:
Scholastic Australia
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ABOUT THE CREATORS
Nathan Luff lives in Sydney, New South 
Wales, though originally he is from a farm 
outside of Yass. His writing career started 
in the theatre and most recently his stage 
adaptation of Thai-riffic! played to Sydney 
audiences.

He is also the author of two middle grade 
novels, Chicken Stu and Bad Grammar.

You can find out more at:
www.nathanluff.com

Chris Kennett lives in Bendigo, Vic-
toria. He started his career in
animation and was the character
designer for the TV adaptation of The 
Day My Butt Went Psycho. He has illus-
trated: the School of Monsters series 
(written by Sally Rippin); a stack of Star 
Wars Little Golden books, the Pixel Raid-
ers series, Noah and Blue’s Zooniverse 
(written by Nova Weetman) and Rudy 
Toot which he both wrote and illustrated.

You can find out more at:
www.chriskennett.com



Have a look at the cover of the book and predict what the 
book will be about.

Who do you think the main character will be? Why do you 
think that?

Where will the story be set?

Do you think the story will be sad or happy? Funny or serious?

Think about the following elements and how they convey
information: TITLE, FONT, IMAGES, COLOURS

THE COVER
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1. What type of animal is Ringo?
2. What is so appealing about the barn?
3. Which animal (Barny, Billy or Shaama) is the smart one?
4. What is Plus-sized Puss’s real name?
5. What four types of small animals did Plus-sized Puss eat?

1. What gang name does Barny think they should have?
2. Why does Shaama not like this name?
3. What name does Shaama suggest?
4. What gang name does Billy think they should have?
5. Why does Billy find it hard to see properly?

1. What is the farmer’s name?
2. Why does Barny keep winking at Shaama?
3. Which two chooks were stolen by the fox?
4. Which chook thinks she is the finest looking?
5. How did the fox get into the chook pen?

1. Name one strength that a fox has?
2. What does Shaama dress them up as?
3. Which chook is taken this time?
4. Is the fox male or female?
5. What stains Billy’s mohair?

1. Billy’s fringe ends up being stained with what colour tint?
2. Why doesn’t Shaama think they should ask Ringo for help?
3. What is the second step when using Shaama’s machine?
4. What are they using for missiles?
5. Why did Barny fall asleep?

1. How many baths did Billy take?
2. Why does Billy run away from Barny?
3. What is the name of the bull?
4. How do they realise the fence is electric?
5. What will happen to the chooks if they touch the fence?

1. Why does Barny try to stop the fox from touching the fence?
2. Who gets electrocuted first?
3. Why does Billy charge in the wrong direction?
4. What does Shaama do to try and get them off the fence?
5. Which chook is Mrs Fox trying to take this time?

1. Why does Billy think everyone is looking at them?
2. Why does Barny think everyone is looking at them?
3. Why does Ringo flee from the barn?
4. How did T-Bone get out of his yard?

CHAPTER COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS

CH. 1

CH. 2

CH. 3

CH. 4

CH. 5

CH. 6

CH. 7

CH. 8
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1. A dog
2. It is sheltered (warm and cozy)
3. Shaama
4. Fat Cat
5. Mice, fish, birds & guinea pigs

1. The Woolly Bullies
2. Only Barny has wool (the others have hair)
3. The Nerd Herd
4. The Hairy Marys
5. His fringe falls over his eyes

1. Farmer Rex
2. He thinks Shaama is joking (about foxes eating lambs)
3. Janine and Jill
4. Alice
5. There is a hole under the fence

1. Excellent: night vision, sense of smell, or hearing
2. Bushes
3. Lorraine
4. Female
5. A Mulberry

1. Purple
2. He is a bad dog!
3. Pull handle
4. Eggs
5. Billy was so soft to lie on

1. Four
2. He is upset about the eggs (and Barny’s singing)
3. T-Bone
4. They hear it humming
5. They will be barbecued

1. He is worried it will get badly hurt
2. Barny
3. He can’t see properly because of his fringe
4. She spits at them.
5. Ethel

1. Because of his fringe
2. Because of their success defeating the fox
3. T-Bone is inside
4. The electricity was taken off his fence. 

CHAPTER COMPREHENSION ANSWERS

CH. 1

CH. 2

CH. 3

CH. 4

CH. 5

CH. 6

CH. 7

CH. 8
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LINKS TO AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
(ENGLISH) — STAGE 1

YEAR ONE
Literature: Literature and context
Discuss how authors create characters using language and images (ACELT1581)
•  Identifying features of characters and how particular words and images convey qualities of 
   their nature, for example some characters are portrayed as shy, others adventurous
•  discussing the characters of fictional animals and how they relate to those of humans

Literature: Responding to literature
Discuss characters and events in a range of literary texts and share personal responses to 
these texts, making connections with students’ own experiences (ACELT1582)
•  discussing characters from books and films and whether these are life-like or imaginary (for 
   example talking animals)

Literature: Examining literature
Discuss features of plot, character and setting in different types of literature and explore 
some features of characters in different texts (ACELT1584)
•  discussing how plots develop including: beginnings (orientation), how the problem
   (complication) is introduced and solved (resolution)

YEAR TWO
Literature: Responding to Literature
Identify aspects of different types of literary texts that entertain, and give reasons for person-
al preferences (ACELT1590)
•  connecting the feelings and behaviours of animals in anthropomorphic stories with human 
   emotions and relationships

Literature: Examining Literature
Discuss the characters and settings of different texts and explore how language is used to 
present these features in different ways (ACELT1591)
•  describing plots including beginnings (orientation), how the problem (complication) is
   introduced and solved (resolution), and considering how these features construct meanings
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YEAR THREE
Literature: Examining Literature
Discuss how language is used to describe the settings in texts, and explore how the settings 
shape the events and influence the mood of the narrative (ACELT1599) 
•  discussing the language used to describe the traits of characters in stories, their actions 
   and motivations: ‘eg. “Yeah, well, you know what else they call you ...?” I said, only trembling 
a little (pg. 3)’

Literacy: Texts in context
Identify the point of view in a text and suggest alternative points of view (ACELY1675)
•  discussing how a text presents the point of view of the main character, and speculating on 
   what other characters might think or feel (eg. Barny assuming Billy and Shaama think he is 
   really funny)
•  speculating about what other characters might think or feel and retelling the story from 
   other perspectives

YEAR FOUR
Literature: Examining literature
Discuss how authors and illustrators make stories exciting, moving and absorbing and hold 
readers’ interest by using various techniques, for example character development and plot 
tension (ACELT1605) 
•  identifying pivotal points in the plot where characters are faced with choices and
   commenting on how the author makes us care about their decisions and consequences 
   (eg. look at Barny’s actions when warning the fox about the electric fence)

Understand, interpret and experiment with a range of devices and deliberate word play in po-
etry and other literary texts, for example nonsense words, spoonerisms, neologisms and puns 
(ACELT1606) 
•  defining spoonerisms, neologisms and puns and exploring how they are used by authors to 
   create a sense of freshness, originality and playfulness (eg. look at Barny’s puns)

LINKS TO AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
(ENGLISH) — STAGE 2
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ENGLISH ACTIVITY IDEAS

A NEW NARRATOR
The Nerd Herd is written in 1st person narrative by Barny. Can you re-tell any of the chapters 
from the perspective of Billy or Shaama? How will it change things?

THAT’S SO PUNNY?
A pun is a joke playing with different meanings of the same word,
or a word that sounds similar.
Have a look at some of Barny’s puns below. The words in italics sound similar to other 
words—what are they?
Alpaca my bags and leave (pg. 12)
Wool the world (pg. 27)
I suspect fowl play (pg. 56)
No prob-llama (pg. 64)
bull-dozer (pg. 103)

Do some research for great puns for kids.
Can you come up with any puns of your own?

TALKING ANIMALS, OH MY!
Giving human characteristic to animals is called Anthropomorphism.
Put a character’s name in a bubble and from there, draw lines out and list as many of their 
human characteristics as you can. You might do this for multiple characters.

TRUST ISSUES
We can’t always trust the narrator of a story. What if they’re lying or modifying the truth? 
When this happens, we say the story has an unreliable narrator.
Can we trust Barny?
Look at the following Chapter 1 Examples:
I leapt forward and bit Ringo on the leg (pg. 5)
Heh heh, nailed it! (pg. 7)
Who is this brave and handsome lamb? (pg. 8)
Limping on all four legs (pg. 10)
You should see Ringo—boy did I teach him a lesson (pg. 12)

Is he telling the truth? Are there any examples in other chapters where Barny might not be 
speaking the complete truth?

PREDICTION
This is Book 1 in a series. What do you think will happen in book 2?
What will be the big problem  they have to deal with?



Foundation-Stage 1 Science, Living Things Unit
Through the Living Things Units, students explore the way in which different living 
things have need for different environments to meet their needs.

ACTIVITY: Design your own Petting Zoo by drawing a map of the zoo and labelling 
all the different features.
Consider the following:
1.  What animals will you include?
2.  For each animal, consider what their needs are. Ie what size area will they need to 
live in? Do they need shelter from extreme weather? Do they have access to food and 
water? 

Creative Arts – Drama
ACTIVITY: The Nerd Herd features lots of dialogue and action. See if you can turn one 
of the chapters into a play.
Read the chapter aloud to the students
Discuss/record the characters involved in the chapter
Discuss/record the different story beats

In small groups, students can then rehearse their version of the chapter. They can 
make up their own dialogue, add characters if they need to etc – let the chapter be a 
jumping off point for their own unique version.

Creative Arts – Visual Arts
You could use the following activity to explore cartooning and creating character
expression.

ACTIVITY: Look at the chooks on page 52. Chris Kennett has drawn 6 chooks. They 
are all the same animal and yet they are all distinct from each other.
What features has he changed or exaggerated to make the chooks look different from 
each other? (eg. size- both width and height, different hair styles

Choose your own animal, now try creating FIVE different versions of that animal, so 
that each character looks unique.

You might consider some different personality types to help (eg smart, brave, cranky, 
sad …)

ACTIVITIES LINKED TO OTHER KLAs
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